
The Queen.  Directed by Stephen Frears. Starring Helen Mirren, James Cromwell 
(crooked cop from L.A. Confidential), nobody else I recognize except impressive (and 
impassive) phalanx of British twits as only British can be twits. 
 
Script. Script. Script.  Sometimes we forget that movies get called “movies” not merely 
because they can move ac-toors (as well as overstuffed, pneumatic folk divas…  and now, 
of course, luxury liners, battle stars, orcs, white sharks, penguins, and sixty-foot goh-
rillas) around up there on screen, but because they can (if they rarely do) move us… 
Acknowledging that one has been moved—by the tide of events or by the life of a human 
being—is the business of this exquisite little film one might be tempted to consign to the 
Biograph or sniff at as… art.  Actually—though as victims of British monarchy, us dumb 
colonials might find it difficult to fathom royalty in all its astonishing and hoary tradition 
and ceremonial—it’s surprisingly easy to appreciate the struggle here of a woman trained 
from girlhood to duty and the exercise of will by a mother (“Mum,” actually) of the same 
stamp (though starchy Elizabeth II does not appear to have inculcated comparable values 
into the gaggle of self-absorbed and disappointing offspring or spouses  …or to have 
bequeathed to them the gift of choosing suitable consorts) to sustain simple dignity in the 
face of alltoopublic spectacle and alltoopublic, alltoovulgar emotion (“movie”).  Though 
in the end there’s no actual active action acted here, the movie moves and is emotively 
moving in ways a feller wouldn’t look for in this snapshot of a staid, unblinking, 
hidebound, menopausal “old bat,” as they call the “Queen” of the title, to whom it’s 
difficult in public even to acknowledge herself as “grandmother” (someone has to supply 
the word to her).  We can’t imagine such a life of imposed submersion of identity and 
sacrifice of privacy, even among our politicians who, anything but “royal,” most 
frequently (not always) reach adulthood before they become “public” (in some cases 
“pubic”) figures. 
 
Anyhow. The tension here (we’ve got a tragedy in the truest sense in which both 
antagonists are innocent, that is, essentially decent and inspired by decent motives 
(“movie”) and furthermore in the sense that their confrontation plays out before a baying, 
braying, swaying chorus of overweight, misshapen, plaque-toothed, l-dropping, ill-
dressed soccer hooligans, counterpoint to the double-breasted, kilt-swaddled, stag-
stalking, tea-slurping “Royals” among their sycophantic Oxford-educated hangers-on…  
some partisans of the Old Way, some (like Tony Blair) of the New.  Although the agon 
here opposes Blair’s progressive and modernizing vision of his nation to the old Queen’s 
circumscribed and traditional one, there is an unearthly but always-present Third looming 
between, above, beside, around them, the galvanizing specter to what “happens” here, 
call it “action” if you will:  Diana Spencer, Princess of Wales (“…no longer HRH,” as the 
Queen reminds everyone, to no avail) who is either the son’s wife, to be quietly and in 
private mourned among the family or the “People’s Princess” in the tabloids, inspiration 
for upheaval, national, teary, fierce…  to the point—perhaps—of revolution and the 
overthrow of a Monarchy that won’t embrace her, cry for her at any rate. 
 
Helen Mirren smolders as a woman to whom it’s been denied ever to be a woman, a girl, 
a mother even or grandmother and upon whom the role of mother-in-law sat (still sits) 
uneasily, too.  Betrayed in a hundred small (and grand) ways by the human beings around 



her (notably the men:  though Queen Mum stands by her, we don’t get the impression she 
was  a lot of fun on birthdays… or at the prom), Elizabeth keeps the company of her 
squad of corgis (irritating, squat little dogs with white tufts on their irritating, squat little 
tushies, invented apparently by the Welsh) and of a solitary, imperial fourteen-point 
(allusion to Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points, which Elizabeth’s grandfather pooh-
poohed and which now returns to haunt the doomed family?  Naaaaaaah… just funnin’.) 
stag, whose loneliness and dignity offer her a mirror and an example.  Alas, even 
Elizabeth’s stoic demeanor cannot conceal that she finds Blair distasteful, an arriviste, 
(“…Cheshire cat grin,” she observes) though it’s clear as well that Blair, for all his 
slickness and oneworldery, cannot help being enchanted by the old Queen and her Old 
Way:  Blair, talked through the protocols of royal address, stumbles manfully at it while 
his bitchy wife—perhaps more “manful” than he and likely not much fun at the prom, 
either—balks with the pedestrian ill-grace of the New Way.   The film is about class, it’s 
true—the which us democrats here in Eden ill comprehend—but mostly about Class, 
which we can all admire when and where we find it.  “Uneasy lies the head that wears the 
crown…” we are informed by the film’s epigraph, and in case we miss the message, us 
dummies, we must look with Elizabeth upon one variant of her own fate (certainly of her 
distant predecessor’s) in the truncated stag, shot by an “investment banker,” remorseless 
minion of the jumped-up New Order, hanging lifeless—but still magnificent—in the 
slaughterhouse of an estate neighboring Balmoral (the Laird reduced evidently to 
squiring citizen-hunters around his grounds in these hardup times for aristos).  “Did he 
suffer?” she asks.  And well she might. 


